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FIVE WAYS TO PREVENTB O O K S
FOOD WASTE ABOARD
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Small markets like this are common
throughout the world and are a great
way to shop for local produce.

HEATHER FRANCIS
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THE SPORT RIB
REDEFINED
DURABILITY, LIGHTWEIGHT AND LUXURY COMBINED.
The next generation of Highfield has arrived. The new Sport line brings you 11
new RIB models from 10’ to 26’ that redefine the perfect RIB. High-end luxury
features combined with a durable high performance aluminum hull give you
the best of both worlds that only Highfield can deliver. The new Sport line from
Highfield has everything you need. Dare to explore.

SP360 11’10”

DARE TO EXPLORE

SP460 15’1”
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he United Nations estimates
that 1.5 billion tons, or one-third
of all food produced, is wasted
annually. It is also estimated that more
than 40 percent of that food is wasted
by the consumer. What you put on your
plates has far-reaching e nvironmental
consequences, and that means you
have the power to make big, positive
environmental changes. On a more
personal level, reducing food waste means
less stinky trash to deal with on board.
Reducing food waste doesn’t mean
going vegan or giving up favorite foods.
It doesn’t even require major changes
to your routine. Simply by being a little
more mindful about the food you buy
and eat can help prevent global food
waste.
Use What’s on Board: The first step
toward reducing food waste is simply
to use what you have on board instead
of heading ashore to buy more. Start by
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sand came from a remote, surf-swept
beach in Cape Verde after a two-hour hike
that began long before the sunrise. The
reddest is from the center of Australia near
a sunbaked Uluru, with New Caledonia
rating a close second, which is not surprising considering 65 million years ago they
shared the same continent.
On an epic and humbling timeline, we
have collected evidence of our changing
world—from grainy volcanic ash recently
and violently spewed from the bowels of
the earth at Mount Etna, to the soft, powdery discharge from schools of busy, coral-gnawing parrotfish contributing to the
shoreline of a remote South Pacific atoll.
Because we are currently in Florida, we
have yet to actually close the loop. (New
York was our starting line, so we might
actually have an opportunity to add a few
more souvenirs to the collection before
we officially circumnavigate.) But for now,
at least, as we attempt to settle back into
land life during a time of such uncertainty
and confusion, there is a small comfort
to be had organizing grains of sand, one
country at a time, and at least, in our own
way, creating a little order to our changing
world. —Neville Hockley
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SP520 17’1”

SP560 18’1”

highfieldboats.com

SP650 21’4”

SP800 26’3”

checking what fresh goods need to be
eaten before they spoil, and build your
meal from there. Sometimes this means
creative substitutions, but cooking is
about the creative process—embrace it.
This is also a good opportunity to rotate
stock and check expiration dates on
canned goods in the dry stores.
Make a Plan and Stick to It: Taking a
few minutes each week to create a meal
plan and a provisioning list is a great
strategy to reduce food waste, not to
mention stress. Arming yourself with a
list when heading out to provision means
you can reduce impulse purchases and
avoid doubling up on things you already
have on board. Buying only the food you
need means your shopping trip will be
time- and cost-effective.
Eat Ugly: Approximately 46 percent
of produce never makes it from the
farm to the galley simple because of
cosmetic preferences. Apples that aren’t
big enough, carrots that aren’t straight
enough and lemons that aren’t yellow
enough are all thrown away despite being
perfectly nutritious. “Eating ugly” is
accepting that nature is not cosmetically
perfect, and that produce grows in all

A great way to reduce food waste? Get
creative! Use up what you have already
on board before shopping for more.

sorts of shapes, sizes and colors. Small
producers and farmers markets are likely
to have more variety when it comes to
cosmetically imperfect fruits and veggies.

As well, check for the “ugly”—and often
discount—produce section in conventional stores. Save a few pennies, and the
planet too!
Shop Local vs. Organic: Many people
choose organic over locally grown,
thinking that it is a better choice for the
environment. However, it is important
to consider farming practices, shipping
distances and packaging when choosing
your food. Buying something organic
that is from an industrial farm, wrapped
in plastic and shipped to a remote island
will have greater negative environmental
impact than choosing locally grown but
not certified-organic food.
Eat Sustainably: Eating sustainably
asks that we consider where and how
our food is grown, the resources used,
the environmental impact of the entire
process, the conditions of the animals,
and how the workers are treated and
paid. You can eat sustainably by reducing your meat consumption, choosing
wild-caught instead of farmed fish,
eating seasonally, buying local, buying
fair trade, growing or making your own,
and eating less packaged and processed
foods. —Heather Francis
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Catana Ocean Class
Setting blue water standards
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